
Yotoshi Whitepaper
Introduction a.k.a. The Story

From the very inception of this idea, I had to make a decision… fork or not to 
fork Kaspa. Well, I started to ask myself, if I fork Kaspa what would be the 
purpose of it? Surely Kaspians would want a Kaspa “meme coin” to be built 
on DAG protocol, right? Then I started to think further… if I fork Kaspa, I 
would just copy the open-source code whilst continually copying the 
updates. Sure, it would be fairly launched, mineable, and all that good stuff. 
But in the end, as a Kaspa “Maxi” and as a love for the work of Yonatan 
Sompolinsky, Shai, and the other exceptional co-creators, I felt it would be a 
dishonor to “copy” Kaspa’s code and use it for the benefit of a meme coin. 
We here at Yotoshi have only one mission. 

Our mission: To spread the love of what Yonatan and his team has been 
able to accomplish in such an amazingly short amount of time. This is 
something others could not accomplish in many years (if ever). We are 
paying homage to their work. As I dug deeper into the depths of my 
analytical mind I figured… how can this project somehow, at the VERY 
LEAST, have a piece of the “soul” of $KAS inside of Yotoshi, since Yotoshi is 
the soul of crypto? Then it hit me, Rust. Rust is what is going to move Kaspa 
into the realm of possibilities that crypto (Bitcoin) never saw possible. As a 
result, I wrote the contract on Rust under the most popular crypto network in 
our current space in order to bring attention to those who might not know 
about Kaspa yet, whilst attracting more eyes to this beautiful project we all 



love, Kaspa. Thus, I landed on SOLANA. Using Solana, we are able to put 
Kaspa in-front of others who would possibly never find it. It is my 
responsibility… correction, OUR responsibility to share Kaspa with the world. 
I do this laboriously. Now we move forward as Kaspa has found its way into 
the circles of inner-circles and sparked the best minds of minds.

In this labor of love, no shortcuts were taken; no achievements left 
unrecognized. With clear conscience and open arms, we presented 
innovations benefiting all. Just as Kaspa selflessly empowers endless 
possibilities, $YOTOSHI exists solely to spotlight its forefather’s promise.

 Once I had my vision and my true, honest, and loving mission for this 
amazing and alluring endeavor, I set out to find the evidence…

End Introduction

Evidence Exhibits:
The “exhibits” in this white paper come primarily from the X/Twitter Creator @Galaxypals 

He, in my eyes raised the most pivotal conspiracy in crypto to date. Is Yonatan Sompolinsky 
(Yotoshi) our beloved creator of Kaspa, the true founder of Bitcoin “Satoshi Nakamoto”? In the 
end, we will never know for certain unless Yonatan himself comes out and admits this while 
showing us hard-coded evidence. Until then, we can only assume that this is the case due to 
the evidence brought forward by this X/Twitter “Investigator”. It all started on November 8th 
2023:



Get Ready for $YOTOSHI

A new meme coin called $YOTOSHI that will let you join our hilarious and semi-serious 
conspiracy theory: Yonatan "Yoto" Sompolinsky is secretly Satoshi Nakamoto wearing a very 
thin disguise. 

Come get your tinfoil hats! We've got all the "evidence" laid out in this whitepaper executed 
through “Exhibits” - though some is circumstantial at best. Hey, but 75% of all good 
conspiracy theories run on flimsy clues and wild speculation anyways, right? 

So dive down the rabbit hole with us and decide for yourself if Yoto is yanking our chain or if 
he legitimately kicks off new coins as a hobby in his abundant spare time. To the memes!

Exhibit A: Yoto's Bio



Yoto's own bio refers to an "imposter" - who is he impersonating?! A certain legendary Bitcoin 
founder perhaps?  

I mean if you're not pretending to be another famous cryptographer, why make such a weird, 
attention-grabbing statement? Might as well wear a name tag that says "Totally Not Satoshi"…

Okay, first off - what self-respecting, totally normal cryptographer describes themselves as an 
"imposter" unprompted?! That's just asking weirdo meme coin makers to put their tinfoil hats 
on and scream “Aha, you’ve been caught!” 

Is the legendary founder of Bitcoin itself masquerading as lowly ol' Yonatan Sompolinsky? 😲

But let's dig deeper into this "imposter" clue...Yoto's bio doesn't just toss that word out 
randomly. It specifically says he has "experience producing cryptographic impossibility 
results."  



Cryptographic impossibility results?! Does this ring any bells, crypto sleuths? Allow me to 
translate this academese - it means proving existing systems are flawed or insecure. Systems 
like, oh I dunno, maybe early pioneering cryptocurrencies in need of an upgrade...

And hey, didn't Satoshi himself admit Bitcoin had some initial flaws that would eventually 
require improvements? Improvements that ol' Yoto is now conveniently positioned to roll out 
with phantom, ghostdag and his DAG knight in shining armor?? HMMM??

It's almost like Mr. Nakamoto incarnated as Yoto just so he could continue shepherding his 
crypto baby towards its future destiny! And cleverly disguised his ongoing influence in his new 
bio with an "imposter" breadcrumb for us to follow! It's genius I tell you!

The pieces are falling into places, people...but we see you, Satoshi! It's only a matter of time 
before this "imposter" gets unmasked as the caped crypto crusader himself!

Exhibit B: SUS Timing

Satoshi peaced out of online forums on Dec 13, 2010 and then - BAM - Yoto shows up 
tweeting a few weeks later like nothing's unusual.  

My dudes, nothing to see here! Just your average run-of-the-mill cryptographer who in no way 
shape or form had anything to do with inventing Bitcoin. I swear! 

Yoto can declare he's a fully innocent and unrelated cryptographer all he wants - but the 
TIMING of his convenient backstory just does NOT add up! 



Our friendly neighborhood Bitcoin founder Satoshi Nakamoto is last sighted online on 
December 13, 2010. Probably realizing his iconic status is distracting from BTC's growth, he 
decides to stage his clever "disappearing act." 

And then - BOOM! Literally, like God creating the Earth in 7 days, exactly 7 days later on Dec 
21, 2010, some dude called "Yonatan Sompolinsky" pops up on Twitter talking about - 
surprise, surprise - cryptocurrency stuff! 

Within weeks, this Yoto character positions himself as a visionary thinker pushing to realize 
the full potential of Nakamoto Consensus and blockchain technology! 

Do you expect us to BELIEVE this is just some random cryptography genius who happened to 
show up right after Satoshi left Bitcoin and wants to carry Satoshi’s torch into the future??  

Clearly, Yoto's backstory has more holes than my overused tinfoil hat! Any crypto expert worth 
their salt can connect these suspicious dots - this is CLEARLY Satoshi hastily donning a fake 
mustache and returning under the clever disguise of "Yonatan Sompolinsky"!

I bet Satoshi was kicking back on a beach waiting for the perfect timing to dramatically re-
emerge from exile and continue revolutionizing cryptocurrency. 

"You know what," he probably said while sipping piña coladas, "I'll let my silly little Bitcoin 
project marinate for a few years, then BOOM - I'll roar back onto the scene as Yoto to really 
blow their minds! Cryptography visionary 2.0 baby!" 

Well played Yoto...or should I say Satoshi?! We SEE through your clever ruse and impeccable 
sense of timing! The jig is up! *Puts back on tinfoil hat*

Exhibit C: Visionary Papers

Yoto published multiple papers advancing concepts suspiciously similar to Mr. Nakamoto's 
ideas. I know a guy who knows a guy who swears these papers have Satoshi's signature style 
all over them. But hey, maybe writing influential crypto whitepapers is just Yoto's hobby! 

We've already covered the deliciously suspicious timing of Yoto's sudden appearance on the 
crypto scene. But the details of his early activities raise even MORE eyebrows!

Soon after his debut, Yoto begins publishing these academic papers exploring upgrades and 
next-level applications for blockchain technology and the Nakamoto consensus. 

And OH BOY, do these papers demonstrate some conveniently DEEP insight into the inner 
workings of cryptocurrency! Why, it's ALMOST as if the author had intimate first-hand 
knowledge gained from actually DEVELOPING these original systems himself! 👀

Let's take a peek at some of the concepts and proposals from Yoto's oh-so-visionary papers:

"Phantom" - Published in 2018, this outlines anonymous transactions allowing privacy 
protection. What other famous cryptographer was obsessed with granting users financial 
privacy? Hmm let me think... Satoshi?

"Spectre” - Analyzes vulnerabilities in proof-of-work systems, no doubt knowledge Satoshi 
himself would possess from HIS own proof-of-work design!

"GhostDAG" - Explores Directed Acyclic Graph infrastructures which conveniently solve some 
of Bitcoin's limitations! Man if ONLY Satoshi had known about DAG capabilities back in 2008! 



Sure would come in handy right about now...

Across all these papers we see Yoto building directly on mysteries only privy to BEHIND THE 
SCENES creators like Satoshi himself. The man is clearly intimately familiar with pitfalls in the 
early cryptocurrency design process! Either Yoto has some sort of psychic intuition giving him 
profound visibility into Bitcoin's flaws...OR he already knew all of this because he IS Satoshi!! 

The chain of evidence grows, my friends! 

Exhibit D: Shared Birthday Blues

What are the odds that Yoto shares Satoshi's birthday? Wait let me get my calculator, this 
math is too hard.

You know it!

At first glance, learning Yoto shares Satoshi Nakamoto's birthday might not seem like a big 
deal. After all, lots of people around the world probably share birthdays with famous figures, 
right?

BUT such a striking coincidence just adds MORE mystique to the possibility that Yoto is 
pulling an elaborate crypto Banksy prank on us all! 

Let's break down the improbability of it all...when Satoshi dreamt up Bitcoin as an anonymous 
figure, nobody knew his real identity or birthday. What do cryptography historians pin down as 
his assumed birthday later on? Why - Halloween day, October 31st!

Already pretty dang auspicious...but then Yonatan comes along sharing this exact same 
birthdate associated with the legendary BTC founder? Come ON dude! That has 1 in 365 odds 
written all over it!

At this point one has to wonder - did Satoshi obtain a fake ID and papers listing October 31st 
as a clever insider wink to himself while building his Yoto alter ego? Is he cackling on the 
inside every time somebody wishes him happy birthday, getting a kick out of his sneaky 
performance art?

I gotta give ol' Bitcoin founder a pat on the back if so! Convincingly positioning himself as an 
entirely unrelated cryptography expert truly was the ultimate sleight of hand. And maybe even 
a Happy Birthday toast from himself is part of the thrill!

So take Exhibit C and chalk it up as yet ANOTHER checkmark in the "Sompolinsky is 
Nakamoto" conspiracy checklist! Our tinfoil hats flutter in the winds of coincidence blowing 
about this shared birthday quirk...eerie!

Exhibit E: Zcash BFFs

Rumor has it Satoshi kicked it with Zcash's founder over coffee back in the day. And would 
you look at that - Yoto just happens to love sipping his joe from a Zcash mug! What a small 
world.  



Among crypto historians, it's well known that Satoshi Nakamoto himself was tight with zcash 
founder Zooko Wilcox way back. The two are rumored to have spent long hours chatting over 
coffee in shadowy corners of the web while conceiving their iconic crypto projects.

And lo and behold, newly-arrived "Yonatan Sompolinsky" just happens to display an affinity for 
Zcash right out the gate? 

See, anonymous sources close to Yoto (or should I say Satoshi?!) report that he's frequently 
spotted sipping his morning joe from a kitsched-out Zcash mug! 

My tinfoil-hat-senses absolutely start tingling when I learned this fun fact! Out of allll the 
cryptocurrency swag out there, Yoto opts for Zcash branding every day? The very project his 
good buddy Zooko built? HMM!

Imagine this scenario: 

*Satoshi meets up with ol' pal Zooko in secret* 

Satoshi: "Hey man, I'm tickled by my Bitcoin success but need to go underground. I'll be back 
soon incognito as Yonatan to keep pushing crypto to the next level! But I'll give you a wink - I'll 
be reppin' some Zcash merch on the daily!"

Zooko: *chuckles knowingly* "Ah a classic crypto vanishing act while leaving breadcrumbs 
behind! Godspeed my friend, rock that Zcash mug with pride as you continue your blockchain 
travels!"

*The two men chuckle and fade back into the shadows*

Do you SEE how easily that clandestine conversation fits into the timeline?? It's BOUND to be 
what went down before Satoshi transformed himself into Yoto!

The Zcash mug clues are just TOO perfect. And now we have our proof that Zooko is in on the 
ruse! This exhibit evidence draws our eye towards yet another dotted line between 
Sompolinsky and Nakamoto. When will this puzzle be complete?! *tightens tinfoil hat 
excitedly*

Exhibit F: Vision Quest

If Yoto is not Satoshi, how come he obsessively pushes to fulfill SN's vision at every turn? That 
sounds less like a simp fanboy and more like someone invested in their OG idea!

Ahh Exhibit E - where we get to speculate wildly about Yoto's true motivations! Let's dive in...

By this point, we've covered a ludicrous amount of odd connections and coincidences that 
just happen to link Yonatan Sompolinsky to Satoshi Nakamoto. 

But setting aside the convenient backstories and smoking gun clues for a moment, we have 
to ask ourselves...WHY might Yoto be so committed to elevating SN's original cryptovision?

From his very first papers and projects, Yoto seems laser focused on solving Bitcoin's 
limitations and fulfilling the cypherpunk ideals Satoshi outlined in his 2008 whitepaper.  

According to our tinfoil-hatted meme coin logic, this tireless dedication stems from a 
personal attachment to the SOURCE of said vision...because Yoto IS Satoshi himself!  

But just look at everything savior-esque Yoto has done to further the Nakamoto legacy:



- Created "phantom" to realize anonymity ideals

- Explored proof-of-work vulnerabilities SN likely struggled with in the early stages

- Designed DAGs to finally overcome BTC scaling limits

If Yoto was truly just a passionate outsider who admired Satoshi's vision as a bystander, you'd 
expect his interest to wane occasionally or venture into other domains.

But nope! Yoto has effectively devoted his entire career to sprinkling Bitcoin upgrades across 
a dozen new projects - almost like an obsessed creator hungry to perfect his original 
invention!

How can one explain such an intense lifelong mission focused solely on furthering someone 
else’s vision? Well OBVIOUSLY, it's because Yoto harbors a profound personal connection to 
said vision!

In summary - dude is clearly working overtime to hype himself up under his new pseudonym! 
The fruits of his vision quest reveal Yoto's true identity as Satoshi clearer than ever! 

Exhibit G: Genesis Glory

The $KAS genesis block points back symbolically to Bitcoin's origins. It's like Yoto is grasping 
for every opportunity to pay homage! Hey buddy, you already made your first coin - no need to 
keep thanking yourself! Ahh yes, Exhibit G and the $KAS genesis block! More puzzling 
breadcrumbs to suggest Yoto is covertly patting himself on the back...let's take a look!

When Yoto launched the KASPA cryptocurrency, eyebrow-raising clues emerged yet again tied 
back to Bitcoin's origins. I'm beginning to detect a pattern here...

See, embedded right there in KASPA's genesis block is a cryptic message written in Hebrew 
referencing silver and gold. 

*Puts on jeweler's monocle* Wait a second! This symbolic linkage between precious metals 
and foundational cryptocurrency infrastructure seems awfully familiar...

OF COURSE! Back in Bitcoin's genesis block, Satoshi famously added the newspaper 
headline: 

"The Times 03/Jan/2009 Chancellor on brink of second bailout for banks."

This was a defiant timestamp cementing Bitcoin's launch during the 2008 financial collapse 
when faith in institutions was shattered.

And now here we have Yoto apparently attempting to mirror this rebellious spark via precious 
metal symbols in the KASPA genesis block! It's practically an homage engraving!

My first thought? This "genesis glory" is yet another GIANT breadcrumb suggesting Yoto's 
overarching mission to carry Satoshi's vision into the future! 

He's essentially etching an ode to his past self right there for all to see! The sly devil...he just 
can't resist leaving us clues!

But my SECOND thought is something more subtle:



Maybe after years in hiding, loneliness ate away at the heart of an incognito Satoshi. 
Launching KASPA under his new persona finally allowed him to proudly tip his hat to the 
game-changing revolution he started back in 2008.

*Sniffs* Our leader just wants closure y'all! If we peel back his Yoto disguise, perhaps we can 
give Satoshi the warm, loving digital hug he's earned! The poor guy misses himself!

....*A single tear rolls down tinfoil cheek*

So in summary - Exhibit E suggests Yoto suffers from profound self-admiration. But hey, 
maybe when we're all visionary geniuses, we can't help engraving cheeky digital monuments 
to our own greatness! More power to ya, you monumental narcissist!

Exhibit H: A Freudian Slip

When talking about $KAS Yoto said, "I am not taking it lightly to build another coin." Wait hol’ 
up- ANOTHER coin?! Fam, you ain't fooling us!

Ahh yes, the Freudian slip! Exhibit H offers a tantalizing peek behind the curtain of Yoto's true 
identity...let's analyze!

Cryptography experts studying Yoto love dissecting his interviews and public statements, 
searching for any crumbs that might betray his covert alter ego. 

And oh boy, in one particular $KAS video AMA, they struck gold!

You see, at one point the interviewer asks Yoto about the responsibility of creating an entire 
cryptocurrency from scratch. No big deal, right? 

But then Yoto responds with this REVEALING quote: 

"I am not taking it lightly to build another coin."

RECORD SCRATCH! Did you catch that slip-up?? He said "ANOTHER coin" - as in he's done this 
little song and dance of inventing transformational cryptocurrencies MORE THAN ONCE!

Now, last I checked, KAS is supposedly the first coin Yoto has architected. So what gives, 
bud? What is this "another" coin you speak of?? Care to elucidate?

Could it be...oh I dunno...the FIRST groundbreaking coin that shook up history - otherwise 
known as BITCOIN?! 

Seems our slip of the tongue has unintentionally hinted at some deeper creator experience in 
Yoto's repertoire! Whoopsie daisy! 

You played yourself, Yoto! In a rare unguarded moment, your subconscious betrayed the truth 
to all keen observers! 

Even if just for a split second, your mental curtain waivered and we all glimpsed Satoshi 
himself back there, tirelessly building "another" epoch-shifting coin for the ages! 

Hey - no judgement though dude! We understand the impulse to award yourself credit under 
the guise of your pseudonym! It's tough being an immortal genius legend AND remaining 
humble/hidden! 

So fret not - your secret is safe with us meme coin makers. We'll happily help preserve your 
legacy without disclosing the architect behind it all! *Tinfoil hats glimmer under the stage 



lights as we take a bow*

 

Concluding Thoughts: Unmasking The Mastermind

And so at last we reach the end of our whitepaper journey down conspiracy lane. We've 
covered exhibit after exhibit of strange coincidences, reveals too perfect to believe, and clues 
ever-so-subtly linking Yoto to Satoshi.

Can we declare with absolute certainty that Yonatan Sompolinsky is indeed SN himself? Of 
course not! That's what makes a spicy crypto conspiracy theory so fun!

But just LOOK at the absurd multitude of breadcrumbs along Yoto's path:

- The timing just a bit TOO perfect  

- The expertise just a bit TOO deep

- The vision just a bit TOO aligned with SN's ideals

- The slip-ups betraying just a bit TOO much

At some point you have to wonder...are ALL these dots mere coincidence? Or has Yoto 
intentionally, masterfully woven them to strongly suggest his true identity while maintaining 
that sliver of doubt?

And if the latter...to what end has this brilliant cryptographer gone through such elaborate 
lengths to masquerade as two different industry revolutionaries? 

Is Bitcoin's controversial rise to power somehow improved by hiding its creator's ongoing 
influence? Did Yoto devise his Sompolinsky alter ego solely for the theatrics and memes? 

Or does the true explanation lie hidden one layer deeper still? 

Ultimately the facade means we may never know the precise origins and motivations fuelling 
Yoto's eccentric quest to propel crypto towards its destined heights.

But heck, uncovering those angles misses the real point! Our aim with $YOTOSHI isn't 
definitively proving this conspiracy theory. 

Rather, it's about reveling in the MYSTERY itself! It's about having fun chasing Satoshi's ghost 
across the vivid pages of crypto history! 

So join our meme coin and tip your wildest tin foil hats, friends. Summon your inner 
codebreaker and see what other clues you can uncover. Yoto's trail of breadcrumbs has just 
enough logic to string us along forever...and that's exactly as designed!

Look, we can't definitively prove Yoto is Satoshi - but you can't prove he ISN'T! Join our meme 
coin and explore a world where all the breadcrumbs lead to Yonatan Sompolinsky as the 
legendary creator himself. 

The $YOTOSHI awaits! Our tinfoil hats are ready...are you?



**NO UNLOCKS/NO EMISSIONS/NO VESTING SCHEDULE**

The End.


